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Accent on Achievement is a revolutionary, best-selling band method that will excite and stimulate

your students through full-color pages and the most complete collection of classics and world music

in any band method. The comprehensive review cycle in books 1 & 2 will ensure that students

remember what they learn and progress quickly. Also included are rhythm and rest exercises,

chorales, scale exercises, and 11 full band arrangements among the first two books. Book 3

includes progressive technical, rhythmic studies and chorales in all 12 major and minor keys. Also

included are lip slur exercises for increasing brass instrument range and flexibility. Accent on

Achievement meets and exceeds the USA National Standards for music education, grades five

through eight.
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I took flute for two years and this was my beginning book. I somehow lost the book and wanted to

try my skills again, which had become rusty from not practicing. It is a good basic beginning book

and I would highly recommend it.

Great book, bought this for 6th grade beginner band for my daughter.The first was lost in the mail,

so the shipper immediately sent me a new one. Great customer service!!!

Just what the band instructor required but much less expensive than the company they wanted me

to buy it from. Thanks!



this is a great learning tool for flute. It has the songs to play along to. is simple to understand. My

daughter loves it and has learned a ton.

This book is perfect for beginning students and is recommended for the sixth grade students. Price

and understanding level was very good.

I bought this after my daughter attended her first week of music camp. She started playing right

away and has taught herself 3 songs

Great book, very clear and helpful. Got it for a brand new flautist and she loves it.

this was a very good buy for a music book for my daughter.ÃƒÂ°Å¸Ëœâ€°
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